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Skidding Down the Drag
For the benefit of some
400 new Campus readers,
allow me to introduce the
magazine and its componnents. Campus magazine is
the one attempt here at
Denison to combine literary, humorous, and feature
effort into one well-rounded publication. We strive to
strike some sort of an equilibrium between all three.
Sometimes, as has happened in the past, we fail
to find this balance and wind up with a particular issue
loaded with jokes and cartoons, or nothing but feature
articles. However, in the process of composing such a
magazine, we employ three to four specific classifications of talent. First of all, we are looking for writers;
those type individuals who can sit down and compose
a short story, write feature articles, or create humorous
articles. Secondly, we are interested in people who
can draw. In this field, we can use cartoonists and
illustrators. Finally, we have an acute stortage of capable photographers. So, if you feel that you can
qualify in any of these capacities, feel free to contact
us through Campus mail. You see, we feel that we've
hardly scratched the surface as far as finding the talented people, and day after day we find different
people, just like yourself, who like to write over summer vacations or in their spare time. Also, if you are
interested in working on the mechanics of the magazine, such as make-up or layout, then contact us.
A few comments about this issue: Just in case you
sluffed past our cover in your anxiety to see whether
or not the jokes are as raunchy as claimed, the cover
depicts one of the new rooms in Deeds Hall and one
of the lucky girls who by now panic each time the
door of their room opens. It is a typical Saturday morning in the fall, and amidst the workmen who are
adroitly tying up loose ends, we see the various types
of visitors that the average, lucky Deeds girl is liable
to wake up to.

on the Quad, and evenings at Stone Hall. (After 8:15,
I would imagine).
Along the lines of serious effort, we have two authors who are new to the Campus scene in Diane Hostetler and Jim Bowman . . . and their stories . . .
"Adamant Evening" and "A Clear Conscience." Turning
to features, we have Shirley Umphrey, '54, who has
just returned from studying in France for the past year
Her story depicts some very interesting angles of this
"study-abroad kick". Also there are articles concerning
Denison football and W.D.U.B., the new radio station.
Something new in the literary department brings us
some of the work of our student poets, which can be
found on the poetry page.
Last, but not least, we have another contribution
from Clyde Lado to be found in his erstwhile feature
. . . "What Are These People Saying". Seniors may
remember this popular feature from the 1950-51 Campus, when it was titled "What Are These People Chewign On." Some of you may even remember the welldressed gentleman who was chewing on an old sweat
sock. Well . . . those pictures were so much fun that
we've decided to bring this great feature back for
an encore!
And for those of you, who are laughing up your
sleeve at the cover, you will find the rest of the issue
very liberally sprayed with cartoons and jokes . . .
for which we are very grateful to Jane Geyer,
Duck Shackleford, Wally Exman, and Hugo Stern.
Our next issue will be the gala Christmas issue, and
will feature the Campus Calendar . . . with 12 lovely
dollies representing each month of the year. So until
we see you then . . .
Your fun-loving editor . .
Marvin Mongoose.

TMAN
on Life Savers:

We feel that Miss Barbara Rasor of Findlay, Ohio,
is certainly one of the most attractive mice to grace our
magazine in some time. Barb is, by virtue of her appearance here, the first contestant in the Miss Campus
contest for 1954. Throughout the year, various dollies
will have their pictures in this magazine, and each one
will be entered automatically in our annual beauty
contest which will culminate with the spring issue.
Barb is a frosh and can currently be seen any weekday

Illustrated by Dorothy Meese.

"Adamant Evening
"It is for my mouth forever.
I am in love with it."
from Song of Myself, part II

Still only 5*
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Adamant Evening didn't like his family tree. He
didn't like it for two reasons: one, because everybody
knew it completely and thoroughly; and two, because
he was related, theoretically, to everybody who knew
it completely and thoroughly. The only thing he did
like about it was the manner in which it had entangled
itself nearly two thousand years ago. At that time
the tree had spread out into too many little branches
and twigs—many of them soon dying. It definitely
had needed pruning then. And it could use a little
now, he thought.
Adamant always felt like this when he took his evening stroll through his apple orchard. He wondered
if his ancestor, Abe L. Lincain, had ever felt the same
way. Funny how he felt a close kinship with this
ancestor of his—the only one who had ever held any
particular interest for him.

Diane Hostetler
Since this evening stroll was habitual with him,
Adamant stopped beside his worm garden. Adamant
liked to think that this garden was for special, unusual
worms. But he knew this was not so. Not all
of them were unusual, but most of them enjoyed the
privilege of being known as such. The little worms
squirming their individual ways to the top of the soil
had always intrigued him. Perhaps he was more intrigued because they always squirmed their ruts immediately back down into the ground again, into their
valleys of the shadow of life, unmindful of the surrounding dirt falling on to their tiny, but somehow
substantial, backs. No, what really intrigued him were
the few, the very few worms, who remained above
ground for more than a short time. These were the
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truly unusual worms. It took a great
deal of penetration on the part of
Adamant to see them in the evening's twilight. He wondered if
they ever did anything remarkable
in those precious minutes that they
stayed above the soil. Those few
scratches on the length of time's
ruler—did they ever scratch deep
enough to leave any lasting effect?
As the thought of his worms always brought into mind his nickname, "Blanchid," he turned his
eyes toward the homes of his neighbors — homes planted firmly and
squarely along the outskirts of his
apple orchard. He never quite understood how he had been able to
convince them that "Whitey" wasn't
the proper nickname for him,
if a nickname he must have. But
finally one of his less obtruse neighbors had thought up the name
"Blanchid/' partly because of the
genealogist's interest in worms and
insects, but mostly because of his
intense desire in life. Anyway,
"Blanchid" seemed to fit in so beautifully with the name of his wife,
Arachnid. Yes, indeed, "Blanchid"
and Arachnid Evening were wellknown for their names, if for nothing else.
Since Adamant had been forced
to think along genealogical lines for
so long, his thoughts in other fields
seemed to branch into similar
sprays. From thoughts of "Blanchid"
he followed the pattern by casting
his eyes toward the sign in front of
his home—"Blanchid's Apple Farm."
Actually, it wasn't an apple farm, or
a farm of any kind. It never had
been to Adamant anyway, but in
this case he had allowed himself to
conform to his neighbors' wishes
and placed a neat sign of advertisement right next to his driveway.
He thought disgustingly of all the
people who had stopped during
the day to buy his apples, apples
that never had been placed in a
road-side counter to appeal to passing motorists. Adamant Evening's
apples simply were not for sale—
ever.
Adamant had never liked the
color of apples anyway. He was an
amateur scientist and he had been
trying to produce a white apple his
entire life. His numerous greenhouses had witnessed every desperate hope and every disillusioning
failure, but Adamant had never had
the nerve to give up and settle
down at "Blanchid's Apple Farm"
and sell his common red apples.
Happily enough, some one had
profited from his mistakes — the
common worms. In the gully be-

hind the orchard, there was a lovely
deep pit, a handsomely constructed
pit that seemed to be screaming for
fill-ins. To make up for his humanness in the front of the house, Adamant had put up another saying
"Fill Apples Wanted." From all over
the world rotten red apples of all
kinds and shapes were unceremoniously dumped into the pit. Common worms and common flies from
the common neighborhood headed
straight for the pit whenever there
was any sign of a Dumping Festival.
The originator of such an ingenious
idea was loudly hailed for this
sanitary service to the community.
Adamant, however, was not presented with the traditional gift
of 12 large barrels of cider — a
gift that was highly valued and
desired by all this appleless community. The reason he was not
presented with so wonderful a gift
was that he had been the one who
had always furnished the apples—
this being the one other act of humaneness to which he had succumbed. And since he obviously
would not present himself with 12
large treasured barrels of cider, Adamant Evening was not presented
with anything at all. "If the best
isn't good enough for him, then
what is?" And thus his appleless
neighbors reasoned themselves out
of .their small conscience pangs.
Only a few wondered how "Blanchid" and Arachnid Evening could
stand all the flies and the worms
and the stench, but they wondered
very little.
So the apple pit remained and
the service to the community forgotten as more pressing matters
came to the fore. But "Blanchid"
and Arachnid Evening gave a great
deal of thought to why it remained.
For their's was no common apple
pit. It was bottomless. And the
reason it remained was that Adamant felt that the remains of the
common apples might in some unusual way provide the nourishment
that was necessary to produce an
uncommon white apple.
On this particular evening that
Adamant was taking his habitual
stroll, he was beset with a fear that
had stayed with him incessantly for
some time now. He was worried
about his cominform neighbors in
the appleless community. More and
more advertising signs were appearing around his lovely apple
orchard, and more and more homes
were being planted firmly and
squarely until the entire orchard
was surrounded by appleless neighbors.

Good orchards and good apple
pits used to make good neighbors,
but it was beginning to be different.
The civic-minded newcomers didn't
like the act that had made old-timer
Adamant a community benefactor.
They want to get rid of the rotten
apples and the pit and probably
even the apple orchard, he thought.
"If they want their common flies
and their common worms more
than anything else, well, let them
have them," Adamant cried angrily.
But what worried him the most was
what was to become of his search
for his white apple.
And thus Adamant pondered
while staring at his garden of unusual worms. As his thought had
been rambling so had his unusual
worms, and it suddenly appeared to
Adamant that his garden was practically deserted. More and more
are squirming their way down to
the pit, he decided ruefully.
It was this rebellion and scorn
in his mind only that had always
comforted Adamant. His two acts
of conformity to his neighbors'
whims had never influenced the
deeply-rooted determination in his
mind to be different—and so it had
always been to his mind that Adamant had retreated whenever anything showing signs of conformity
had appeared in the appleless community.
But tonight, even Adamant's
mind did not seem to be large
enough to handle the latest development that his neighbors had created. The latest development was
a new club. Previously, a new club
had never sent Adamant into his
mind more than a few minutes. But
it was the smybol that the club had
adopted that had so incensed him.
A white apple. A white apple. Why
should an appleless community,
with homes planted firmly and
squarely around "Blanchid's Apple
Farm," with advertising signs in
front of their homes, and with
neighbors who knew Adamant Evening's family tree thoroughly and
completely — why
should they
c h o o s e a white apple for their
symbol? Why should his appleless
neighbors who knew what he was
searching for—they who knew nothing of apples—why should they of
all people do this to him? To him—
Adamant Evening. And on and on
Adamant's questions twisted and
squirmed just as had the worms so
short a time before.
And as usual, the genealogicallyminded man turned once more and
tried to relive the scene that had

Whom Not to Invite
Psuedo-cosmopolitan
"This reminds me of ... (any place in Europe)." She asks for drinks no one
ever heard of. Usually wears a tight black satin dress with plunging neckline and
rhinestone earrings. Actually she's horribly uncomfortable. Within an hour she
is under the table.

The Intense Young Man
He is a serious youngster who carries the worries of the world on his shoulders. "What does this have to do with the infinite scheme of things?" He despises
the epicurian atmosphere, but he never misses a party nor does he bring any liquor.

Shy Guy

Invariably spills his drink on himself. Never has a light, when you give him
one he lights the cork end. So self-conscious he puts olives in his pockets.

Nocturnal
Drunk on arrival and doesn't get any more so. He is never seen during daylight, only at night-drinking. He devotes all his time to drinking. His whole
conversation is, "Got a smoke?" Sloshes when he walks.

Giddy Co-ed
She claims, "I only drink to be sociable."
the "do you think George loves me" type.

She's smashed.

Usually includes

The Muscle Man
Back-slapper, suit-bender, liable to demonstrate weight lifting with your date.
Usually says he can drink anyone under the table—if he does the booze is gone
and if he doesn't he's probably too heavy to carry.

The Naive Co-ed
"I'm so thrilled. I've never had anything to drink before." This is obvious;
she hasn't finished her first martini. This type usually attracts the Muscle Man.

(Continued on page 14)
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MARILYN OMUNDSON
JOHN FERNYAK
1. "Brownies from
home!"

1. "Dr. Kinsey, I've
something to tell
you!"

2. "Gee, Dad, it's a
Schwinn!"

2. "Want to see my
tatoo?"

3. "Whoo oo. Whoo!"

3. "Stop biting my ear
lobe!"

"What Are These

JUDY SMITH

JIM BARTH

1. "Professor, may I
leave the room?"

1. "It's the greatest!"
2. "I believe it's the
greatest!!"

2. "Anybody got
safety pin?"

3. "I guess I believe
it's the greatest!!!"

People

a

3. "Eat Rival Dog
food!"

Saying
Duck Shackelford
Clyde Ladd

JANE GEYER
1. "Hey, Mable!"
2. "So, the farmer's
daughter, see . . ."
2. "Do the Hokey Poke!"

age 8

CLIFF LYTLE
1. "The Dairy Queen
closed!!!!"
2. "There's no money
to pay the bands!"
3. "Kissy-face . . .with
me?"

DAVE BAYLEY
1. "Where's my dog,
Dad?"
2. "Where's my dad,
Dog?"
3. "You know I'm 21,
Mr. Rizzo."

DAWN ANTHONY
1. "Oooh! That Good
Gambrinus!!!!"
2. "Me,

frustrated??"

3. "I don't like kissy
boys."
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In February of my Sophomore
Year here at Denison, I became very
interested in the possibility of
spending my Junior Year in France.
By talking at some length with Dr.
Secor, head of the Denison French
Department, I discovered that Sweet
Briar College in Virginia had organized a plan whereby students from
all over the United States could, under Sweet Briar supervision, spend
a year in France and receive full
credit for academic work at their
respective colleges. A long letter
to my parents, in which every conceivable persuasive, card - stacking
technique (of Reflective Thinking
days) was used, I presented the advantages to be gained from study
abroad. By May, all plans were
completed, and Sept. 4th we sailed
from the New York pier for Le
Havre, France.
During the preliminary six-week
period, we lived at Tours (a middlesized provincial town) in a graystone house that was a little the
worse for its hundred-odd years of
existence, and which contained odd
and atmospheric bits of furniture, a
kitchen that would be considered
primitive even in our Kentucky backhill regions, electrical fixtures which
refused to function at all crucial
moments and a "sous-sol" (or basement) that made a very adequate
Chamber of Horrors for our Halloween Party.
Our education at Tours was what
might be termed a bit irreg jlar. We
did have classes throughout this
period, but since there were no
credits offered, a bare- minimum of
academic work was accomplished.
Nonetheless, our orientation, if not
our formal education, went forward
at a phenomenal pace. Our household held a fascinating assortment
of personalities: a Finnish boy, Osmo; a Swedish girl, Ingela; a young
English diplomat, Patrick; three other American girls, two from Middlebury and a third from a small Catholic college in California; our "Madame Chez Qui" (the lady with
whom we lived); Madame's twentytwo year old son, Michel; a little
French peasant maid; and the dog
Fierst, who had quite as much individuality as the rest of us. To add
to this already interesting accumu-

lation, Michel had an inexhaustible
supply of young and extremely witty friends who enlivened the evenings with their fast and funny
imitations (often of us) and their
rendition of French songs. In the
midst of such an assemblage of international intellect, it is strongly advisable to learn the language quickly in order to uphold not only one's
own honor, but the honor of America as well. The family at Tours,
however, being one of the oldest
aristocracy, with occasional counts
and barons scattered through the
boughs of its family tree, was royalist, therefore Republican, and therefore sympatheic to the p r e s e n t
American political regime. We were
called upon to answer questions
concerning American political policies, but their interest was usually
friendly, and we were forgiven
when we blushingly admitted ignorance on some subjects.
Pardon for such ignorance was
not granted quite so quickly by the
family with whom we lived in
Paris. The move from Tours to the
Capital was a change in many ways.
The Parisian family, although of
vague aristocratic descent, had split
in political opinion during the first
world war; Monsieur remained a
calm conservative, while Madame
had become a radical, socialist-communist sympathiser. As may easily
be imagined, family discussions
were rarely dull. These talks, even
after our training at Tours, were almost impossible to follow the first
couple weeks. Not only did everyone talk very rapidly, but there
were always three Tor four people
talking at once, and all violently
contradicting each other. Although
we were shocked at first by the apparent impoliteness of it all, we become quite seasoned to the habit
(just as they became accustomed to
our mannerisms) and were soon attempting to battle back in the same
spirit. Had these discussions taken
place in dead seriousness, there
might have been many strained occasions, but most of them were conducted with an underlying good
sportsmanship which served to allay the possibility of frequent fist
fights. After several weeks, we became interested enough in current

A. Year In France
Shirley Umphrey
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political movements to read the excellent French newspaper "Le Monde" in order to contrast its views
with those of the New York Times
and the Tribune.
Classes in Paris were of a considerably different nature than those
we pretended to attend in Tours.
Although homework was almost
never assigned, reading was indicated and exams loomed before us.
The actual French examination is
given only once, in June, and there
are no preparatory tests during the
year. Instead, the Sorbonne uses
a system called the "cours pratique,"
in which students give twenty minute explanations of a given text or
criticize a book. These are regarded purely as exercise and do not aid
in determining the grade. The
French exams are like nothing an
American student will ever experience .(except, perhaps, a Denison
Senior enduring Comprehensives).
My Lit. exam consisted of one sixhour written (actually, 7:45 a.m.
to 2:15 p.m.), followed by two halfhour orals—all, of course, to be written or spoken in French. The sense
of accomplishment is so great after
passing these marathons of intellectual endurance, that one hardly regrets having gone through the ordeal.
My curriculum in Paris was made
up of three courses: art, theatre and
literature. The art course consisted
of two lectures a week—one on Friday, accompanied by slides, and
one on Monday, during which we
went to any one of the three main
Parisian art galleries, receiving our
lecture as we stood before the masterpieces. In the theater course we
were given tickets to the outstanding plays, and later wrote criticism
of the performance or of other
works by the same author. Fascinating as these two courses were, it
was the French Contemporary Literature which, in my opinion, was
worth the entire cost of the trip. It
covered a very substantial span of
authors, from the late 19th century
philosopher Bergson down to today's wiry author - politician Jean
Paul Sartre and his younger cohort,
Albert Camus. Although listed as
a nine-credit course, it accounted for
eleven class hours a week, and was
taught by three professors who,
contrary to the old European conception of the austere, unapproachable Prof, were quite willing to answer our continual queries. Their
enthusiasm was contagious enough
to send us scurrying off to the book
stalls along the Seine to buy cheap

editions of the volumes they had
discussed during the lecture. This
contagious enthusiasm, however,
had two somewhat ill effects; my
finances began to disappear in large
lumps of literature, and during one
such burst of academic energy, I
volunteered to give a book report
on "Le Rire" (which means, "The
Laugh," and is an explanation of
Bergson's theory of comedy). The
book itself is quite harmless—the
only difficulty being that I had a
tough time pronouncing the title.
After I left the rostrum, and by the
time the professor finished ridiculing my pronunciation of "Le
Rear" (he spoke English), the book
had more than earned its title.
Occasionally, when the lecture
was a little beyond my comprehension, I requested an explanation
from someone in the family, and at
least one of them was always capable of straightening me out. This
was one of my biggest surprises:
any educated French person, whether he is a Lieutenant in the regular
army, an advertising man, or a bank
clerk, has read and continues to
read French authors of the classical,
as well as the contemporary, period. Perhaps it is just that a mediocre French student is rapidly eliminated from the university through
severe competitive exams, but in
any case, there are very few persons
coming out of French universities
with as hazy an education as many
American students seem to have by
comparison. Of course, there are
compensations: American students
are, in general, more healthy and
more team-sport minded, while the
French student seems to prefer individual activity; American students
are acquainted with a greater number of subjects; and, the American
student, if he is ingenious or lucky,
is able to get practical application in
his major field during summer vacations and throughout his college
training.
Having now discussed politics,
art, drama and French family living,
I now come to a phase which could
be entitled: "Belgium: Ten Dollars
and Three Days," "Austria at a
Price" or "Spain Without Payin'." As
might be inferred from these titles,
we sometimes found the financial
strain a sizable one (though never
impossible).
Our first venture was into Austria,
where we spent Christmas vacation.
On Christmas Day, while ambling
down the Alps, Janie (my roommate) fell, spraining her ankle, and
had to be partially carried the rest

of the way by two French soldiers
who had attached themselves to us
as we got off the ski lift. That was
the first of a series of events which,
if recorded fully and with the correct exaggeration, would undoubtedly read like another SkinnerKimborough comedy.
After leaving the town of Innsbruck (Janie was limping along
rather well after two days), we went
on to Salzburg, which is a fairly important American army station.
There we made the acquaintance
of two charming Brooklynites, who
convinced us that we should spend
the next day at Kenigsee and Berchtesgaden: two towns just across the
German border. Neither of us had
visas to enter Germany, so when
we came to the border, we slid under the bus seats and the boys piled
army coats on top of us. We remained in this position of nearsuffocation for some twenty minutes, during which time one sneeze
would have terminated that enterprise.
After arriving, our first project
was a sleigh ride. The country-side
was a complete fairyland of deep
snow, partly frozen lakes, and towering mountains. Jingling along in
our homely little sjeigh, we came
to a fairly steep hill. Our old horse
seemed to be having a rather rough
time of it; finally, he stopped altogether, twisted his head around,
and regarded us with great dignity.
I thought it was rather evident that
the horse wasn't going to budge
from that spot, but our driver
didn't seem to understand horse
psychology. Leaping from the front
seat, he began hurling what I am
sure must have been extremely offensive abuse at the unimpressed
animal. At last, by a sort of sign
language, he told us to get out and
help push. But no sooner had the
wily old animal lost his load than
he tore off at a speed that would
have rivaled that of a race horse. In
the vain hope of retrieving our serene sleigh ride, we bounded after
the runaway. As we rounded the
bend just before the stable (the
horse still 200 yards in the lead),
we were greeted by the Gl cheering section which had gathered at
the finish line.
Italy, too, had its little upsets. The
third day of spring vacation we
landed in Florence. Art galleries
are, of course, the Florentine specialty. In the first one, while gazing
dreamily at Michelangelo's "David,"
I discovered that my camera had
disappeared. I am very sure that
the cause could be ascribed to a

sweet little man who had followed
me around, indicating advantageous
positions from which to take pictures. When I later looked for my
little helper he, too, had evaporated.
The next two hours were passed in
an Italian police station, and for the
rather stiff price of a Kodak, I received a ticket to one of the funniest comedies I've ever seen. When
we finally entered the police office
(it was up six flights and through
a maze of barren corridors) we were
greeted by a group of about twenty
plain clothesmen. Of course none
of them spoke English, so I endeavored to explain my plight by gestures and the word "camera" which
I thought must also be an approximation of the Italian word. My efforts were greeted by much raucous
merriment and many long tirades in
Italian. After half an hour, they escorted us to the Chief, who also
could understand no English. We
went through our gestures, drew
pictures, and Janie and Jule (the
other roommate) acted out a short
skit in which Janie snatched the
camera belonging to Jule and ran
off with it. The word "camera" was
repeated with each attempt. An interpreter was called in, and although his chief interest seemed to
be in dating all three of us that
night, he did manage to convey the
general message. He also explained
that "camera" is the Italian word for
bedroom — following which we
crept silently out to a nearby fire
escape.
Gertrude: "Nobody loves me and
my hands are cold."
Oscar: "God loves you and your
mother and father love you and you
can sit on your damn hands."
"I don't like your boy friend
at all."
"Why?"
"He whistles dirty songs."
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Lyn Martin
Go through the alphabet, pick a "W", a "D", add
a "U", a "B". Presto! You have WDUB, Denison's new
station.
But—the creators of this particular radio station,
those who hope to broadcast their initial program
around November 1st—say that the birth of a radio
station is not so painless.
The idea of a station has been in the minds of
communications-conscious students for years, but it
has been the special obsession of Bob Ramsdell, '54.
As Bob was sitting in chapel listening to last year's
DCGA candidates, each referring in some way to the
problem of campus communication, he realized that
the time was at hand to push the idea of a studentowned and operated station for Denison. He talked
with DCGA advisors, what gave him permission to go
ahead, and approached Dick Lugar, who incorporated
the project into his campaign. This duo brought it up
in Senate before Spring Vacation, and again received
the green light.
While most Denison students baked in the Florida
sun, Bob and Norm Green, appointed faculty advisor
by Senate, made a very enlightening trip to WOIO
and WOSU at Ohio State, and WRAAU and WAAUB at
Miami U., to observe and discuss carrier-current stations, operating problems, and general collegiate radio snags, in addition to visiting stations at Oberlin,
Otterbein, and Ohio Wesleyan.
By the time classes began again, the budget for the
new station was ready. It called for $2100, the cost
of putting the station on the air, plus $800 annually
for each year's running expenses. The budget committee approved, and the Senate officially passed it on
April 22. Politically speaking, WDUB had arrived.
WDUB is a carrier current station (meaning that it
is transmitted and confined in one line instead of being
sent over the ether, as in regular broadcasting), exclusively college set up, transmitted, and received.
Present plans include provisions for 22 pickup units,
including uphill and downhill girls' dorms, men's
dorms, and uphill fraternity houses. Parsons and the
DU house will probably be included in the near future, but tuning in the Kappa Sigma house may not
come about for some time. In each of the 22 units,
for example, Stone Hall or Curtis, the station can be
picked up by any radio, perhaps someplace around
540 on the dial.
Bob, who has been appointed Station Manager by
Senate, hasn't worked out the complete operating
schedule, but he hopes to have WDUB on the air from
four to five hours a day. A sample schedule might
include classical music, disc jockey and request programs, senate meetings, special critical issues classes,
chapel speakers, faculty "Views in the News", lectures or reports, student and fraternity talent, radio
dramas, and daily newscasts of national, international,
and campus news.
WDUB has tied in with Eastern States Radio
Corp., an advertising agency started by four college
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students who realized the carrier-current stations' need
for an "In" to large advertising companies. Eastern
States has, for example, secured Lucky Strike advertising for Denison. With this, Luckies would install a
teletype at WDUB bringing daily newscasts, "sponsored," of course, by Lucky Strikes, "the cigarette that
tastes better," etc.
Or perhaps RCA will bring "Music through the
Courtesy of RCA Red Seal" in the form of 100 free,
long playing records. And Decca, Capital, and other
record companies might send tunes destined to be the
hit parade "firsts" to Denison for advance playing
and promotion.
However, a larger part of WDUB's backing will be
local. Bob says this is the golden opportunity for students interested in advertising, sales, and sales promotion. There is also plenty of room for continuity writers, sports and drama enthusiasts, announcers, engineers, secretaries, and spot remote specialists. He
warns that the one great qualifier for volunteers is
seriousness of purpose and willingness to work, for
every hour before the mike takes approximately three
hours preparation behind the mike. To quote Bob,
"We're going to run WDUB on a professional level.
There will be NO goofing off!"
So Denison will be on the air next month. Here's
wishing the new station, its manager, and entire
personnel, lots of luck. Such a station brings almost
unlimited possibilities for creative work, executive
practice and technical experience to the students here.
It will be just as good as the students care to make it.

Illustrated by Tip Rasor.

A CLEAR CONSCIENCE
Jim Bowman
"Boy that really goes down,
doesn't it?"
Harry glanced at the man standing next to him.
The man leaned dangerously over
the safety rail at the end of the
platform. He looked into the canyon for a long time. Then he stood
back and shook his head. "You
sure don't see any sights like this
in Ohio!" he said.
"No, Ohio ain't got much of anything," Harry answered without
thinking.
"You live in Ohio too?"
Harry had to think quickly. "No,
I used to live there when I was a
kid. I live here in Wyoming now,
but I can't remember anything good

about Ohio—and I remember a lot,"
he added.
Wyoming seemed unrelated to
the state of Ohio. That's why he
had said it.
"You can't count on anything,"
he thought. "Why should I tell this
joker I had never been out of
Ohio until last week? What if he
had read about the break? It would
be all over, there wouldn't be any
more chances. Why be foolish and
lose this—the first good chance you
ever had."
Harry pushed his way through
the crowd of gawking tourists to
the opposite side of the platform.
He hated guys who wanted to talk.
His mind drifted far away again.
"Why can't they just forget about

me? I can prove I don't belong
back there; that my crimes were
just a product of an environment,
not of a man gone bad. Just give
me a chance—one chance. Oh, what
the hell, cops don't think that way.
They think guys that end up like
me are all born bad."
Harry had planned this for three
years. He was going to pose as a
tourist in Yellowstone Park for
about a month; then slip out and
look for a job on a ranch. He had
planned a lot. In 1963 he was going to get a lawyer, turn himself in,
and try to get a pardon on the basis
of a ten-year record of honesty and
hard work. It was the only way to
get the chance he had never had.
He'd have to go back too. His planPage 13

ning called for that. He was going
to leave this earth with a clear conscience, and Harry was quite sure
he had a conscience. He had another plan also—one that functioned
only if he should get caught. This
one didn't end with a clear conscience.
During the last few days he had
spent a lot of time standing around
in the crowds of vacationers who
gathered at the various places of
interest. This rustic pine observation
platform that reached far out over
the depths of a rocky canyon was
his favorite spot.
The stream at the bottom of the
canyon was covered with thick
foam that looked like fluffy chicken
feathers. Harry wondered if a man
could stand in that current. Once,
just before his father died, they had
gone on a fishing trip and his dad
had let him put on a pair of waders
and stand in the current of a fast
stream. He had just been a little
kid but he never forgot it. It had
been the sort of thrill he hadn't felt
since. He had always wanted to do
it again. The stream at the canyon
bottom had reminded him of this
and he made up his mind that when
he made good he'd wade in a fast
stream, like it was sort of a reward.
The tourists were all snapping
pictures and shoving each other to
get near the rail. Many of the women purposely gave a little scream
or gasp when they got to the safety
rail at the end.
While one young woman was at
the end of the platform, her little
boy, a chubby red head of about
six, wandered over to the side rail
and started to drop little bits of
paper into the canyon. He would
lean over the rail and watch them
float slowly down and down.
Harry watched the pieces float
down. Some got caught in air currents and disappeared under the
platform; others drifted far down
into the canyon before they caught
a draft which blew them into the
branches of a scraggly looking bush
growing out of a crack in the canyon
wall. One piece, a cellophane cigarette wrapper, looked like it had
gone all the way to the bottom, but
Harry had lost it about three-fourths
of the way down. The kid bent to
pick up an ice cream wrapper someone had thrown on the plank floor
ing.
Harry was shoved hard against
the rail as the crowd shifted so
some camera bug could get a picture. He felt the boy go by his leg
as he tumbled under the rail and
into space.
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Six feet below the platform the
boy hung by his arms to a rockchoked pine. The throbbing screams
of three or four women blared in
Harry's ears. The rush of people to
the side where the boy hung practically pushed him through the rail.
Harry had noticed a small ledge
on the sheer wall earlier in the afternoon and had wondered at the time
if it would hold a man. Almost before the initial hysteria had died
down he was standing just above
the boy's head, his body pressed
against the wall of the canyon and
his heels sticking into space. The
women on the platform opened up
again.
By turning his head slightly he
could see the small red arms and
screaming, tear-flooded face of the
little boy.
Below the boy was a dead stump
sticking from a crevice. Harry knew
if somehow he could get his feet
on that he would be able to hold the
kid until a rope could be lowered.
Slowly he let his left knee slide to
the ledge, then the right. He let one
knee s l i d e over the edge and
pressed with all his strength against
the rock wall. Then he dropped his
hands to the ledge and let his legs
slide into space. His right foot hit
the stump and it held. It gave a
squeaking s o u n d and sagged a
little, but it held.
The screaming on the platform
had died to a silence except for a
few voices yelling instructions and
warnings. The boy's screams had
now died to a slow sob.
Harry grabbed the boy by the
arms. "Hold still or we'll both go!"
he roared in the youngster's ear.
Holding the boy in his right arm
he grabbed the branch that had
stopped the kid's fall and tried to
support himself. The dead wood he
stood on creaked and sagged. He
knew if they didn't drop a rope
quickly both he and the kid were
finished. His foothold sagged more
and more.
On the platform a man hung over
the edge with someone holding his
feet. Harry saw that by quickly
shoving the boy upward the man
on the platform would be able to
grab an arm. By doing this though
the stump would snap from the
extra weight required to let go of
the hand-hold and shove the boy
up. Yet if the rope didn't come
quickly the boy's frantic kicking
and the weak stump would drop
them both into the canyon.
The blur of faces at the rail began

to become clear. Harry stared at tw6
of those faces. They were very
familiar. He had last seen both faces
together in a police station in Columbus, Ohio. They stared back at
him. They seemed very grim.
The rope was being looped and
handed toward the rail when the
sharp crack from the stump echoed
through the silence. The little boy,
sobbing dry tears, was caught by
the wrist and jerked onto the platform. Two faces leaned far out over
the rail and l o o k e d very grim
indeed.
ADAMANT EVENING (con't)
(Continued From Page 6)

happened so long ago in his apple
orchard. He always wondered what
he would have done if he had been
forced to make a choice. But why
was a choice so necessary? — As
usual, he came to the conclusion
that he would have told the Granddaddy of his little unusual worms
that he would have taken a bite if it
had been a white apple. But it was
always at this point that Adamant
could recreate the scene no longer.
His mind would become a complete
blank. Tonight his mind was again
a complete blank, but the complete
blank suddenly . began to make
sense.
Before returning to the neat home
settled back from the advertising
sign, Adamant looked down again
at his unusual worm garden.
Strangely, the place seemed to be
crawling and swarming with worm
life, life that remained at the surface
for some time, but life that a short
time ago had been buried. "The
paths of glory lead but to the
grave," Adamant quoted softly and
strolled home.

*
*
*
That night Adamant Evening died.
But the next morning, Arachnid
Evening went out to her husband's
special greenhouse. On the branch
of a young experimental apple tree
hung a tiny, glistening white apple.
Coed: "Daddy, the girl who sits
next to me in class has a dress
just like mine."
Dad: "So you want a new dress?"
Coed: "Well, it would be cheaper
than changing colleges."
•
Toastmaster introducing a speaker: I'm sure that Mr. Larry of the
soils and fertilizer department will
give you a pleasant half hour. He
is just full of his subject.

"I'll never forget the time we tied Ohio
State, five to five was the final score.
Those Buckeyes had a big team, and were
favored to beat us, but we came from behind to tie 'em with a safety in the last
quarter . . . let's see, that was back in 1910
when Livy was in his prime."
"And remember the day Babe Rupp scored
six touchdowns in the first half against Otterbein, or was it Wittenberg. 1 can't be
sure which game it was, because we beat
them both by scores of sixty points or more
on successive Saturdays."
"And then there was that Cincinnati game
in '27," added a third, younger gentleman.
"It was a tough scoreless battle all the way,
and everyone thought that it would end
that way, because the ball rested at midfield with just a few seconds left to play.
In a last desperate effort old Mike Gregory
tried a field goal, and I'll be damned if he
didn't make it, fifty-one yards and the gun
went off while the ball was still in the
air. That's the longest field goal in Ohio
football history, and a drop-kick at that."
These three gentlemen, Denison grads, are
perpetrating a scene common to hundreds of
American colleges on this annual fall homecoming celebrations. For nothing is more
typically collegiate in the alumni memory than
football, and the flood of sensations which
are evoked by this magical word. If these
three had continued spinning stories of Big

weapon and many early games were decided by a field goal or two. Denison's
early battles were indicative of this type of
PlayIn 1891, their third year of football, the
Big Red whipped Ohio State 17 to 3 and six
years later won over the Granville Athletic
Club 5 to 0 and 16 to 6.
Just after the turn of the century the forward pass was introduced, but not as we
throw it today. A pass at this time couldn't
be thrown further than twenty-five yards
from the line of scrimmage. This rule coupled
with the awkardness of throwing the oldtype pudgy football kept scoring below
present day standards, but gave a hint of
the wide-open play which was to develop.
During the 1912 season unlimited pass
play was first introduced into Ohio football
and the subsequent change in Denison's fortunes is sharply noted. The Ohio State team
buried the Big Red under a deluge of passes
as they humbled the Denison eleven 34-0.
At this point, Coach Walter Livingston began
teaching his boys the art of forward passing, and two weeks later the Big Red walloped Otterbein 60 to 3. In the following
four games they defeated Wittenberg, Cincinnati, Miami, and West Virginia, scoring a
total of 189 points or an average of 47
points per game. This was the year in which
Roudebush gained All-American honors and
Babe Rupp scored six times in one game.

During this period, we find perhaps the
finest teams ever fielded at Denison. Loaded
as they were with V-12 and Marine personnel during the war, and with ex-service men
after the war, these teams rolled up tremendous yardage and very high scores.
The 1947 and 1948 teams, studded with
such stars as Hart, Wehr, Boyer, Rupp, and
Bordeau, piled up 551 points to their opponents 107 while winning the Ohio Conference championship both years.
During the past three seasons, Denison has
done little better than break even. However,
this year's team offers hope of better
things to come. Denison, playing its best
balanced schedule in years, meets a worthy
foe in each of its remaining seven games.
Ohio Wesleyan, as usual, poses the toughest
hurdle in the Big Red quest for the Ohio
Conference championship.
By easily disposing of her first two opponents, this year's team has shown certain qualities which were lacking in teams
of the past four years.
The first, and most obvious quality, is that
will and ability to drive toward and across
the goal line as fast and as often as possible. The first two game's scoring total of
87 points is equalled only twice in a 63 year
history. Added to this is the fact that the
total of 60 points in the Lake Forest game
is the highest single game total since Denison crushed Marshall 94-0, thirty-six years

The Pigskin
in raraae
Paraat
Tom Freer and Buzz Peek
Red football, one could not help but have
been convinced of the richness and span of
Denison pigskin annals. And had the three
story tellers looked behind the incidents of
which they told, they would have unveiled
in this single case history, the important
progress of this great game, from infancy
to present.
In the beginning, football was a game
based solely on bruising line play and massed
running formations. The flying wedge was
common of these formations and the game
was characterized by hammering seesaw battles, and many injuries. The latter condition was due in a large part to the lack
of padding (only long hair was worn on
the head) and the fact that the same
eleven men played the whole game. Teams
carried only three or four substitutes plus
their starting elevens and a man was removed from the game only if he was injured.
When a team traveled they sometimes
played three or four games on successive
days in order to defray the costs. This
practice produced the real iron men of old.
The early fields were 110 yards in length
instead of the present day 100 yards. The
early Denison teams played on Beaver Field,
which was located next to Racoon Creek
where the Denison Heating Plant is now
The drop - kick was a most important

The ensuing years represent the golden
era of Big Red football, for under the apt
guidance of Livy, Denison won 66 games
while losing only 23 and tying seven.
In 1922, Deeds Field was dedicated, and
football moved to the Denison campus to stay.
The middle twenties and the thirties were
relatively lean years for the Big Red. During
this period they, perhaps unwisely, continued to play schools that were growing
rapidly and who placed greater emphasis on
athletics. We find such powers as Cincinnati,
Navy, Western Reserve, Michigan, Ohio State,
St. Xavier, and Ohio University on the Big
Red schedule.
Denison, however, met and defeated during these years many schools which do not
now appear on her schedules, such as Hillsdale, Akron, Ashland, Wabash, Depauw,
Transylvania and Detroit Tech.
In 1937 the Big Red began to roll again
winning six and losing only to Wooster 12
to 6. Denison continued to field very strong
teams throughout the next twelve seasons,
winning a total of sixty-eight games while
losing only twenty-five games.
This was certainly the most interesting period in Denison football history, for it embraced the hectic war and post-war periods,
the latter containing an eighteen game winning streak spanning two seasons.

ago, (Denison all-time high).
It should be noted that Lake Forest, though
out-conditioned, scored first. This brings
to light a second quality that has been
sorely missed, that of bouncing back when
knocked down.
In Washington and Jefferson, Denison
easily disposed of a team which should be
equal or nearly equal to at least four of
Denison's remaining opponents, a very encouraging thing indeed.
A third, and possibly the most important
quality, is that of team spirit. Team spirit is
stronger than during any season since 1948.
The combination of experienced and confident lettermen, plus the influx of talented
and eager freshmen, all under the largest
staff of coaches in Big Red history, creates
an atmosphere for a championship team.
It is noted also that Denison athletics have
been given a further boost by the addition of a new athletic director, Rix Yard,
who after an absence of four and onehalf years is returning to Granville. A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, Yard
served as basketball coach, assistant football coach, and instructor in physical education at Denison from September 1, 1946,
until February, 1949. Since then he has
been on the football coaching staff of his
Alma Mater.
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Yes, maybe this is the year, and maybe
fifteen or twenty years from now Campus
magazine will be spinning tales of the great
plays and players of the 1953 season
In the meantime to make it easier for
Denisonians to keep up to date with their
1953 football squad, here are brief histories
of each player.
Art Baker—Art hails from Ridley Park,
Pennsylvania, where he won three letters in
football and two in track. Art stands 6' 2"
and weighs in at 200 pounds. He also holds
the Penn. State Class B discus record with a
toss of around 157 feet.
Bud Savage—Bud's home town is Bay Village, Ohio. However, he gained his experience as a guard at Lakewood. This stocky
guard is sure to see considerable action this
year having played an outstanding game
against Lake Forest.
Don Gill—Don is another of Jack Carl's outstanding freshmen. Standing 6' even, Don
guides the team from his quarterback position
and has already shown promise by running
over an extra point in the opening game
of the season.
Bill Wagner—Bill gained his high school experience at River Forest, Illinois, where he
was Honorable Mention All Suburban in the
Chicago News. Bill is 6'1" and weighs 190
pounds. He will undoubtedly see plenty of
action before the year is out.
Walt Nadzak—Walt hails from Ambridge,
Pennsylvania, where he also was All State
Honorable Mention. Walt stands six feet
tall and has been playing very well from
his guard position.
Jim Click—Jim was captain of his team at
Springfield, Ohio, and was chosen to play
in the North-South All Ohio football game
in his senior year. Jim also has shown
great promise for the future by tossing an
extra point against Lake Forest.
Joe Ternavan—Joe's home town is Dayton, Ohio, where he played for three years
on the Fairview football team. Joe saw
plenty of action in this season's opener
and should prove to be a real asset to future
Denison football.
Larry Fairehild—Larry is one of Jack Carl's
outstanding halfbacks, and comes to Denison
from Lancaster, Ohio. Larry gained his experience at Lancaster High,, and should be
high up in the scoring by the end of the
year.
Paul Carlo—Paul comes from Harbor High
School in Ashtabula, Ohio. There he was
awarded, the All-Sports trophy as the outstanding athlete, and is expected to turn in
that calibre performance at Denison, too.
Bill Ford—Bill is one of two freshman
centers. He comes from Lancaster, Ohio,
where he won three varsity letters in football. Bill also has seen considerable action
at D.U., and has already gained the respect
of his opponents.
Dave Laverty—Dave is another Bay Village
lad where he was all West County in the
Cleveland News. Dave, although not yet a
starter, is the other freshman center who
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uses his experience to good advantage.
Don DeJong—Don, as we all know, has been
All-Ohio and All-Conference for two years.
Towering to 6'5" and trimly packing 210
pounds, Dee caught 28 passes for 383 yards
and five TD's in 1952. He hails from Springfield, Ohio, and promises to be a 60-minute
mainstay in 1953.
John Dold—A sophomore, John has played
good enough ball to earn himself the other
starting berth at end along with DeJong.
John earned two football letters at New
Trier High School in Winnetka, Illinois, and
can play both offensive and defensive ball.
Dave Carse—Dave was one of the few
freshmen to win his letter last year. Standing 6' 3" and weighing 205 pounds, Dave
plays spirited football all the way and promises to gain plenty of respect with his
bruising blocks. He played high school
football at Racine, Wisconsin.
Andy Deeds—Andy's our double duty
guard with two letters already under his
belt. He uses his beef on the line and his
educated toe for the extra points. He acquired his football talents at Westminster
School, Simsbury, Connecticut.
Dale Wolfe—A senior, Dale is a hard charging body-contact man. He's a three year veteran guard, and played football at Garfield
Heights, Ohio, before bolstering Big Red
teams.
Dave Maurer—Shrewd Dave Maurer will
marshal Denison football on the field as
both quarterback and captain. A deadly
passer, he tossed 14 TD passes last year. From
Dayton, Ohio, Maurer is a deceptive ball
handler and a brilliant and unpredictable
strategist.
Vince Guidotti—A top notch quarterback
from Cuyahoga Heights high school, Vince
provides reserve comfort for Coach Jack
Carl. He's fast and sharp—another threat
from Denison's T.
Ray Volz—Volt is a burly fullback who
charges with knees high and plenty of power.
From Cambridge, Ohio, he scored the first
time he laid hands on the ball last year, and
then went on to win a letter as a freshman.

talents. Although small, Willis is a colorful
trickster whose diminutive size is very deceiving. He is fast, elusive and hard to lay
hands on.

- - - The Poetry Pot - - RESENTMENT
Nancy Aabye
When I touch a fire
And am not burnt,
I must be dead.
The small hours of the night
Have snatched away my sensitivity
And left an invulnerable stupor.
Then, too, Falls of late are more elusive.
They proffer their best, but
For a minute's time.
Today I passed a flaming Maple tree—
A vibrant soul on fire.
I was not burnt.

ANOTHER TREE, ANOTHER HILL
John Hunting
Some thousand years ago there sprouted forth
A lonely tree upon a distant hill,
That deeply dug into the ground so porous
And folliged thick, the other plants to kill.
Its limped limbs a weighty load did gain,
With ruffage did its burdened branches fill,
'Til it no longer stood the strain
And split in two, deep clefted 'gainst its will
With one limb on its former course remain,
The other splitting time and time again
Until the angry heavens loosed their pain
And swept away all but a shattered stem.
Yet from those bedded roots will there arise
Another sprout someday to touch the skies?

ADVICE FROM THE MERMAID
John N. Miller

THE POEM
Nancy Aabye
"Where were you?
"Without a pencil
When it came.
(It was the best, you know.)
"Couldn't you remember
Long enough?
"Only long enough to bite
My thumb and write
The word in red
Upon my hand.
"Where is it now?
"On paper. It seems bereft
In lead without the blood,
Somehow.

Be happy when the softly-sweeping waves
Whisper soothing sibilants to the sandy shore,
Wooing it through teeth of fragile foam.
Respond to life when loving lips restore
The moistened glisten to the sun-baked crust,
Washing away worries with their liquid lore.
When waning waters waste away to bitter salt,
When ebb-tide pools are parched and crystallized,
And sandy castles crumble into dried-out dreams,
Pace the pebbly beach and philosophize,
Forget the long-lost flow of trembling tide,
And wait for crests of new-formed waves to rise.

Larry Sehwing—Another freshman letterman, Larry supplements his fullback brawn
with bone-crushing tackles. Sehwing won
several letters at Bay Village, Ohio, before
entering Denison.
Bob Vogt—Denison's leading scorer for the
past two years, Bob is one of the most versatile men on the team. A broken-field runner who often shakes loose, he is also one
of Maurer's favorite pass targets. Vogt, from
Youngstown, Ohio, also handles the Big Red
punting chores.

A

A

Bob Billingsley—Bob was Denison's leading ground gainer in his freshman year but
since has been plagued with injuries and has
seen little action.
He is dangerous on
quick-openers, and can be counted on for
long gains in almost every game. Billingsley's home is Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Ronnie Willis—Ronnie comes to us from
Tampa, Florida, where he acquired his football

. and here is one of the nicest room in our new Dorm/

"Watch me scare hell out of

him."
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Weak Links in Our Daisy Chain

Ed Jacobs

The photograph a b o v e was
clipped by one of our contributors
from Esquire, the national style magazine for men. It shows the associate editor of Campus modeling the
latest Eastern styles, this particular
outfit being purchased at East Coshocton, Ohio. Ed Jacobs has been
a professional resident of Coshocton
for many years and seems to enjoy
the job.
If you look carefully in his hand,
you will pick out a receptacle bearing the Lambda Chi crest. That is not
to be confused with similar vessels
used for recreational purposes, for
this, friend, is a genuine midnight
oil container. It is used in conjunction with the machine in his right
hand. The result is something that
would bring a smile to even the
most bitter editor, for Ed is a person who plans to be a writer, and
hard work never seems to deter him
from his purpose.
Three years ago, Jacobs the freshman, was one of the first beanied
people to show an interest in Campus. Ever since then he has been
the backbone of the publication. He
has written countless short stories,
many of them prize winners, and
also has done more than his share
of the dirty work involved in putting the magazine to press. You
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The blurred brownie photograph
above is our attempt to reproduce
the likeness of our outer-space editor, Joe LeFever. He is posed with
his anti-gravoid earth pen and playtex foot-flippers. In addition to the
duties of this office, Joe is the most
regular contributor and also the
proud possessor of genuine rejection slips from some of the nation's
leading publications.
Joe's most important position
with Campus, however, is head of
the Deep Department. Every magazine worth its salt has a professional
Deep Man. The Deep Man's job is
to give other people, faculty members and the masses in general, the
impression that something is going
on behind their backs that is beyond their span of comprehension.
The Deep Man goes around talking

to the editor in a hushed voice to
which the editor invariably replies,
"Great, but we can't use it; they'd
never get it." The Deep Man says
in a disappointed voice, "Yeh, I
guess it is too deep for them."
Joe's versatility of style is amazing—if you want science fiction, biography, sports stories, a note to
your advisor, or anything else written in your mother tongue, Joe is
the logical Denisonian to contact.
This ability to use a typewriter,
grubby pencil or red crayon is responsible for Joe's being known as
"F. Scott LeFever" at the Phi Delt
House.
The whole trouble with this guy
is that while the other frustrated
writers around Granville are struggling, he regards the whole business as a sideline. Actually Joe is
a big frog and amoeba man by
trade. He spends the major portion
of his time pushing the pre-med
class curve up.
When summer returns to the valley of the Raccoon, young Joe plans
to leave the Phi Delt house with his
B.S. and matriculate to medical
school. After many more years of
spending good golfing days in the
lab, he will emerge with a goatee
to practice psychiatry. You just can't
keep a good literary editor nowadays.
Jim: "I wish I had a nickel for
every girl I've kissed."
Betsy: "What would you do, buy
a pack of gum?"
•
It isn't what children know that
bothers parents. It's how they find
out.

The little chap was sitting on the
curb with a cigarette in his mouth
and a flask in his hand when an
elderly lady came up to him.
"Sonny, why aren't you in
school?" she asked.
"Hell, lady, I'm only three."
•
Waiter: "And how did you find
your steak, sir?"
Diner: "Why, I just moved this
little piece of fried potato, and there
it was!
•
Classified ad: "Wanted—Man to
wash dishes and two waitresses."
•
Hey, you guys, where are your
carrying that fellow? Is he drunk?"
"Nope."
"Sick?"
"Nope."
"Just a gag, huh?"
"Nope."
"Well, what is the matter with
him?"
"Dead."
•
An asylum patient, who had been
certified cured was saying goodbye
to the director of the institution.
"And what are you going to do
when you go out into the world?"
asked the director.
"Well," said the patient, "I have
passed the bar examination, so I
may practive law. I have also had
quite a bit of experience in college
dramatics, so 1 might try acting."
He paused for a moment, deep in
thought. "Then, on the other hand,"
he continued, "I may be a teakettle."
•
"Believe me, darling, you're the
first girl I've ever loved," said he
as he shifted gears with his feet.

NEXT SUMMER
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VIA

A wonderful way to earn full college credit and enjoy

a thrilling trip through Europe or around the world!

Roam abroad in leisurely fashion seeing all the famous sights
and cities .. . study at an accredited university from 2 to 6
weeks in ftn educational center such as London, Paris, Rome.
You can do both in one glorious trip on a university-sponsored tour via TWA—world leader in educational air travel.
Thousands of students and teachers have taken these trips in
the past five years, enjoying a fun-filled jaunt while earning
full college credit. You can take a tour dealing with a special
field such as music, art, languages . . . attend the World Educational Conference in Geneva... arrange a visit to the Orient.
The cost in time and money is surprisingly small. You'll
speed to Europe overnight via TWA. And thrifty TWA Sky
Tourist fares stretch your budget. Mail the coupon today!

fly the finest.
I am interested in:
University credits D
Resident study at a
foreign university D
Special countries
or areas D
(Specify!

FLYTRANS WORLD AIRLINES

John H. Furbay, Ph.D., Director TWA Air World Tours
CM-NO
380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me information on the Flying Educational Tours to be offered
in 1954.
Name
Address
City
State

"Well, my little man, do you
have a fairy Godfather?"
"No, but I've an uncle we're a
little suspicious of."
•
In Paris, it's frankness;
In Panama, it's life;
In a professor, it's clever;
But in a college magazine (CAMPUS)
it's smutty.

Position
Zone
Phone No.

"Another combination shot," said
the coed as she leaned too far over
the billard table.
Captain: "I'll bet you wish I were
dead so your could spit on my
grave."
ROTC Student: "Oh, no, sir! I
hate to stand in line!"
•
People who live in glass houses
shouldn't.

won't find a better copyreader anywhere in the Welsh Hills. Nor will
you find anyone who so tenaciously
tracks down shy writers to spur
them on to greater productivity.
For these services and many others, Ed has been tapped for Pi
Delta Epsilon, the journalistic honorary, and Franco-Calliopean, the
creative writing society. Knowing
Ed and reading his stories for years,
we are convinced that these are
only the first of many honors on his
way to fame.

&

SHAW I

HPCKELFORO
Don't play it cool with me, Babe!

WAMPUS

'Oh! She works at the Union.'

I read the Kinsey report.

Jane Greer says: "I was a band
singer when a picture magazine
asked me to pose in the new WAG
uniforms. Hollywood saw my picture,
liked it and overnight I was in movies.
Prom then on, it was hard work
and perseverance."

SMOKING
offer* -f-r-yihg moh
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Start Smoking Camels Yourself!
Smoke only Camels for 30 days and find out why
Camels are America's most popular cigarette.
See how mild and flavorful a cigarette can be!

M/LDttES8 and FLAVOR.

ELS AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE

